
STORY FOCUS:

@WATERSKIDSNa

KEY QUESTION:

cuddle TIME:

BASIC TRUTH:  GOD MADE ME.

BOTTOM LINE:

Recipe
For �anks

Ruth helps provide 
food for Naomi, and 
Boaz helps provide 

food for food.
Ruth 1-2

Who can you thank 
for ever ything?

I can thank God 
for ever ything!

Cuddle up with your child and pray, “Dear God, I 
have so much to be thankful for, like getting to be 
(child’s name) mom/dad. Thank you for this privilege. 

Please help me to teach him to love you and be 
thankful. I love you God, In Jesus’ name, amen.”

visit our blog: 
waterskids.org

Week Three’S recipe

social media:

MEMORY VERSE:
I will give thanks
to the Lord with
my whole hear t

Psalm 111:1



    Of all the qualities God tries to build into our character, graditude seems 

    to be the one most obvious. It doesn’t take long to tell if someone is thankful or 

not. it’s the kind of quality that sets a pattern for the rest of an individual’s 

personality.why do you suppose god has so much to say about gratitude? we hear 

“give thanks” repeated throughout psalms and jesus himself pauses to give thanks to

the father before setting a table for five thousand hungry guests in galilee.  i guess

god not only knows that gratitude makes us more gracious, but he also knows what 

happens when gratitude is absent. have you ever stopped to think about what gradually 

happens to your child’s heart when they learn to show gratitude to others and even 

to god? or what gradually happens when our children neglect to demonstrate 

gratitude? if they don’t learn to be intentionally grateful, they develop some pretty 

unhappy habits: an unhealthy ego, burned-out friendships, taken-for-granted family 

members, a sense of entitlement, frustration, anger... sometimes people turn over and 

over trying to figure out god’s mysterious will for their lives. this one is not a mystery.

1 thessalonians 5:8 makes it clear. if you want to know what god’s will is, it’s

gratitude. “give thanks in all circumstances, for this is god’s will for you in christ 

jesus.” something extraordinary will happen in the heart of a child when they learn to

look for something to be grateful for in every situation. gratitude is something that 

will affect every relationship your child will have. it will  affect how they see god, 

how they see others and even how they see themselves. so take a gratitude check in your 

            
family. if together you can make a gratitude adjustment,that is something you can 

            
            

            
            

            
            

   all be thankful for.

a gratitude adjustment

by  reggie joiner


